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Abstract
Video streaming dominates the Internet traffic. Assess-
ing the carbon footprint of video streaming has received
recently a significant attention with a number of models
proposed to associate a CO2 cost to one hour of stream-
ing.

In this work, we compare the modeling assumptions
and computation methods used by five recent works to in-
form the debate. Indeed, initial results can be at odds,
with up to one order of magnitude difference in the esti-
mates. Our contributions are: (i) we relate the difference
in the results primarily to the perimeter of the study, e.g.
including production cost or not, (ii) we question some of
the modeling assumptions made using a real deployment
of a streaming server in a controlled environment with up
to 2000 clients and (iii) we propose a technique to recon-
cile the models and obtain a CO2 estimate in between 60
and 140 grams when considering the average worldwide
carbon intensity of electricity.

1 Introduction
Video streaming dominates the Internet traffic [3, 15] and
calls for a clear assessment of its environmental impact.
To this end, a number of models have been developed re-
cently to assess the CO2 emissions of one hour of video
streaming [18, 10, 13, 8].

Our objective in this work is to investigate the differ-
ences observed in the results provided by these models.
The topic is controversial as exemplified by the SHIFT
Project vs IEA dispute [8]: the SHIFT project publicly ad-
vertised an estimate of 0.769 kWh for one hour of video
streaming while IEA experts obtained 0.078 kWh, an or-
der of magnitude smaller value.

We compare and try to explain the differences of five
different models [18, 10, 5, 13, 8]. Our contributions are
as follows: (1) We relate the difference in the results to
the perimeter of the study, e.g. including grey energy
(production cost) or not, and also to the choice of inner

parameters of the models, e.g. the energy efficiency per
GB of the delivery network; (2) We analyse and compare
the models under study in a number of scenarios; (3) We
question some of the modeling assumptions made using
a real deployment of a streaming server in a controlled
environment with up to 2000 clients; (4) We propose a
technique to reconcile the models and obtain a CO2 esti-
mate in between 60 and 140 grams when considering the
average worldwide electricity efficiency.

2 Models Analysis
Borrowing the life cycle assessment (LCA) vocabulary,
the functional unit we consider corresponds to streaming
one hour of video from a server in the cloud to an end user
equipment.

2.1 High level overview
Let us first provide a high level overview of the common
modeling assumptions shared by all these models. The
classical approach to tackle the problem is to break the
streaming distribution scheme into three tiers: (1) Data
center, (2) Network, (3) User Equipment. As network
and data centers are shared facilities, all models use as
unit the amount traffic serviced by network devices and
servers. This means that we need estimates for both the
total energy consumption and the total traffic conveyed or
processed by the device to obtain a per byte estimate. It is
clearly a daunting task as data centers operators and ISPs
may not publish this level of detail [18]. Note also that a
direct consequence for the computation methodology (di-
vide costs by traffic volume) for the networking contribu-
tion is that the value will be independent from the path
length. On the contrary, the end user equipment being a
non shared facility, one traditionally counts its usage with
respect to usage duration, hence one hour in our case.

Figure 1 provides a high level overview of the different
components. One clearly see two different sets of impacts
that can be assessed: the impact due to the usage and the
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impact due to the production (manufacturing) of the var-
ious devices (often called grey energy). As we will see,
some models consider both usage and production, while
some consider usage only. When considering production,
either the production of all or only of some of the devices
is considered.

Some models consider a mobile or fixed network access
while others focus on one technology only. Also, depend-
ing on the models, either a single type of user equipment
is considered or different types (laptop, TV, smartphone).

Figure 1: Models components and Emissions Causes

Usage and manufacturing costs need in general to be
aligned. Indeed, the usage cost depends on the number
of years of utilisation while the production cost is a fixed
cost, “payed" before the usage phase. The latter is ob-
tained from the manufacturers environmental sheets [9]
which provide CO2 footprints. As for usage, it can be ei-
ther in kWh or CO2 depending on the study. Translating
kWh into CO2 is country dependent, since each country
use a different set of technologies (solar, wind, coal, etc)
to produce electricity [11].

When focusing on the global footprint of one hour of
streaming, we use CO2 emissions, while we use kWh
when considering usage phase. In this paper, we use either
the french electricity factor1 of 108 g of CO2/kWh simi-
larly to [5] or a World (2019) electricity factor of 340g of
CO2 per KWh, extracted from the IEA web site2.

We consider five models: LIMITS [10], CARBON-
TRUST [18], RENATER[5], IEA [8] and SHIFT [13]. We
named them based on the name of the organization (Shift,
Carbontrust and IEA), the conference where it was pub-
lished (LIMITS) or the network where the measurements
where made (RENATER). A few remarks need to be done
before delving into the details of the models:

• The LIMITS model has been published in a peer-
reviewed paper. The RENATER model has been
extracted from a research report (in French) ; it is

1The energy factor indicates how much CO2 grams are emitted to
produce one kWh of electricity.

2https://www.iea.org/reports/
global-energy-review-2019/co2-emissions

however based, for the network model on a peer-
reviewed paper [6].

• The SHIFT and CARBONTRUST models are de-
scribed in white papers. The SHIFT model is based
on the so-called 1-byte model available as an excel
spreadsheet [14].

• The RENATER model is not a video streaming
model per se but a video conferencing model. The
model is complex as it accounts for service details,
such as the number of virtual machines deployed or
the maintenance cost. We propose here a simpli-
fied version in line with the three tier approach and
considering a physical (non shared) server. A key
point of interest for this paper is that the model is
calibrated with actual measurements made in the Re-
nater3 network and data center since the application,
the network, the data center and the clients are all
operated by Renater.

We do not have access to the detailed equations of the
IEA models but an online simulator is available on a Web
page of the IEA web site [8]. The procedure to extract the
data used in our result section will be detailed after the
presentation of the test scenarios, at the end of section 3.1

2.2 Analysis
We follow the three-tier approach (data center/network/
user equipment) to present the details of the different
models. Table 1 presents the uniformed notations used
for all the models (except IEA).

2.2.1 Data centers Contribution

LIMITS The energy consumption is computed at the
scale of the data center [10]. The authors consider three
typical sizes of data centers in terms of number of servers
and power consumption and divide this consumption by
the number of active streams. The corresponding values
vary between 50 kW and more than 2500 kW, based on
[17] and 10k to 50k streams. Note that it is implicitly
assumed that the data center is dedicated to the streaming
service. The resulting data center energy per stream is
computed as follows:

DCenergy =
D · t

# Streams

where:

1. D is the power demand in kilowatts (kW) based on
the data center size,

3Renater is the French academic ISP.
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Global Notation
D power demand (in kW) based on the data center size
t Duration of the video being streamed (in hours)
R Bit rate of the stream as a function of quality level
Q Traffic during the streaming session: Q = R · t

Data Center contribution
# Streams Number of simultaneous streams served by the data center.

IDC Energy intensity of the data center (in W). Estimated as 1.3W.
YCDC Annual energy consumption in kWh of the data center.
YTraf Traffic serviced by the datacenter in GB in 1 year
PUE Power Usage Effectiveness. Ratio of the electricity used to

power the IT devices (servers and network) to the total energy
consumed by the data center that includes notably air condition-
ing.

EF Energy factor, the number of grams of CO2 emitted to produce
one KWh

EIDC Energy used for the data center in order to process 1 byte of data
(in kWh).

ProdDC Production cost in kg of CO2 to be accounted during the stream-
ing session.

LtEQUIP Life Time of equipment
TotDVOD Cumulative video streaming over one year

Network contribution
IISP Energy intensity of the access network and customer premises

(in kWh/GB)
IFN Energy intensity of fixed network transmission (in kWh/GB)
IMN Energy intensity of mobile network transmission (in kWh/GB)
IHR Energy intensity the home router (in kWh/GB)

EINET Energy used for the network in order to process 1 byte of data
(in kWh)

ProdNET Production cost (kg of CO2) of server
I Energy intensity: sum of edge, metro and long haul energy in-

tensities
User contribution

WS average power consumption of screens in kW
WP average power consumption of peripherals in kW

EIUD power consumption of the device for 1 min of video streaming
(in kWh)

LtROUTER Life Time of Router
ProdDEVICE Production cost of user device
ProdROUTER Production cost of router

Table 1: Notation used throughout the paper.

2. t is the duration of the video being streamed in hours
(1 hour in our case).

3. # Streams is the number of simultaneous streams
being served by the data center. It is implicitly as-
sumed that the number of simultaneous streams does
not vary during the considered time period (1 hour).

As video streaming is dominated by a few large com-

panies running some large data center, we can consider
the large data center case. In the latter case, the power
consumption varies from 2500kW

50k = 50W/stream to
2500kW

10k = 250W/stream. Note that it is assumed here
that the data center consumption does not vary with the
load.
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Datacenter
Usage Manufacturing

LIMITS D·t
# Streams

CARBONTRUST IDC · t

RENATER YCDC · Q

YTraf
· EF · PUE ProdDC · t

LtEQUIP

SHIFT EIDC ·Q

Table 2: DC contribution. Time corresponds to 1 hour and Total traffic to the amount of bytes streamed during this
one hour session, which depends on the quality level.

CARBONTRUST In the CARBONTRUST model the
energy consumption at the data center is estimated as
follows:

DCenergy = IDC · t
where IDC is the energy intensity of the data centre, esti-
mated as 1.3W.

This value is significantly smaller than in the LIMITS
case. It could correspond, in the LIMITS approach, to a
small DC consuming 50 kW operating at the maximum
load of 50k streams in parallel (1W/stream).

RENATER The RENATER model considers both us-
age and manufacturing cost. The usage cost is computed
as follows:

DCenergy = YCDC · Q

YTraf
· PUE · EF

where:

1. YCDC is the annual energy consumption in kWh of
the data center.

2. Q indicates the traffic generated by the user (Q =
R·t) and YTraf is the traffic serviced by the datacenter
in 1 year.

3. PUE stands for Power Usage Effectiveness. It is the
ratio of the electricity used to power the IT devices
(servers and network) to the total energy consumed
by the data center that includes notably air condition-
ing. RENATER considers it to be 1.5, i.e. a 50%
overhead for non IT operations in the data center.

4. EF is the the energy factor, i.e. the number of grams
of CO2 emitted to produce one kWh, since the RE-
NATER paper produces CO2 emissions only. We
will set aside this factor when comparing the usage
contribution of the different models as they use dif-
ferent EF , e.g. France for RENATER and USA for
LIMITS.

As compared to the other models, the RENATER model
also considers the manufacturing cost of the data center
computed as :

DCman = ProdDC · t

LtEQUIP

where:

1. ProdDC is the total manufacturing cost (provided by
the manufacturer) in kg of CO2.

2. LtEQUIP is the life time of the equipment.

SHIFT The Shift project estimates the datacenter
energy consumption as follows:

DCenergy = EIDC ·Q
where:

1. EIDC is the energy used in order to process 1 byte. It
is estimated to be 7.2 · e−11 kWh/byte [14].

2. Q is the video size in bytes.

Table 2 summarizes the equations of the different mod-
els for what relates to the data center contribution. We
separated usage and production costs. Focusing only on
the usage part, one can observe a variety of approaches.
The CARBONTRUST and SHIFT models seem to make
implicit assumptions on the load of the data center, while
the LIMITS and RENATER models try to make them ex-
plicit. The RENATER model has a clear advantage that
the authors have access to the real statistics of the data
center. However, this can also be interpreted as very spe-
cific figures. In contrast, the LIMITS paper is considering
typical large scale data centers.

2.2.2 Network Contribution

Let us now focus on the network energy part for every
model.
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Network
Usage Manufacturing

LIMITS I ·Q+ IISP · t
CARBONTRUST (IFN + IHR) ·Q or (IFN + IMN) ·Q

RENATER (Router +NOC + Fiber) ·Q · EF ProdNET · t
LtEQUIP

SHIFT EINET ·Q

Table 3: Network Contribution

LIMITS In the Limits paper, the total network cost is
expressed as:

Netenergy = CoreNetenergy + ISPenergy

The CoreNetenergy accounts for the energy intensity of
data traffic through the edge, metro and long-haul net-
works, which includes undersea cable links. For a given
stream, it is computed as:

CoreNetenergy = I ·Q

where:

1. Q = R · t and R is the number of GB/s per sec-
ond that can be transmitted (depends on the stream
quality level)

2. I (0.0523 kWh/GB) is the energy intensity and it is
considered as the sum of 0.0043 for edge, 0.0200 for
metro, 0.0280 for long haul, based on [16].

The ISPenergy is computed as:

ISPenergy = IISP · t

where: IISP = 52 · e−3 kW is the energy intensity of the
access network and customer premise equipment (exclud-
ing user device).

CARBONTRUST This model accounts for the energy
consumption over both fixed and mobile networks. The
energy consumption from fixed network transmission is
computed as:

FixedNetenergy = IFN ·Q

where:

1. IFN is the energy intensity of fixed network transmis-
sion (0.0065 kWh/GB) [18]

2. R is the data transmission rate (depends on the qual-
ity of streaming perceived by user).

The energy consumption from mobile network transmis-
sion is represented similarly as:

MobileNetenergy = IMN ·Q

where IMN is the energy intensity of mobile network
transmission (0.1 kWh/GB) [18]

The last network element is the subscriber premise
equipment, i.e. the home router, and only applies to video
streaming over fixed network. The energy consumption
of the home router is expressed as:

Routerenergy = IHR ·Q

where IHR is the energy intensity the home router
(0.025kWh/GB) [18]. Therefore if the user uses a fixed
network we will have:

Netenergy = (IFN + IHR) ·D ·R

Instead if the user downloads through a mobile network
we will have:

Netenergy = (IFN + IMN) ·D ·R

RENATER This model, as in the data center case, ac-
counts for both usage and production. This leads to the
following equation for the network4:

Netenergy = (Router +NOC + Fiber) ·Q · EF+

ProdNET ·
t

LtEQUIP

where:

1. Router, NOC (Network Operating Center) and Fiber
costs are utilisations in kWh/GB

2. ProdNET is in kg of CO2/GB.

4The Renater equations unit is CO2. One needs to divide by EF to
get the results in kWh
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SHIFT The approach is similar to the CARBON-
TRUST model:

Networkenergy = EINET ·Q

where EINET is the energy used for the network in order
to process 1 byte of data. It is estimated as 4.29 · e−10

kWh/byte for a fixed access and 8.84 · e−10 kWh/byte for
mobile.

Table 3 summarizes the equations of the different mod-
els for what relates to the network contribution. A few key
points are noteworthy. The RENATER model is the only
one that takes into account manufacturing, as well as the
fiber and NOC operation costs. However, the RENATER
and LIMITS models consider a fixed network access only
and will thus underestimate the network in a mobile ac-
cess scenario.

2.2.3 User Equipment

The last source of emission to be analysed is the user
equipment. Depending on the study, the perimeter might
encompass only the user device (LIMITS and CARBON-
TRUST) or also the network equipment at home (RE-
NATER).

LIMITS The user device energy during the usage phase
is modeled as:

Deviceenergy = DUSER · t

where DUSER is the power demand in kilowatts (kW) of
a given user device. They use respectively 3.7W for a
smartphone, 24.4W for a laptop5 and 43 W for a smartTV.

The LIMITS models also accounts for the manufactur-
ing phase. Assuming that the manufacturing phase ac-
counts typically for 90% of the total CO2 emissions dur-
ing the life time of the equipment:

ProdDEVICE = 9 ·Deviceenergy

This assumption might seem a bit too high, as typical
values lay in the range [60%, 80%] [9]. It has however the
clear merit to work around the problem of having a dif-
ferent EF (emission factor) at the production phase (that
depends on the possibly many countries where the plants
producing the parts are located) and at usage phase (in
general, a single country).

5Table 3 in [10] states 7.4W which must be a typo as it is far too
small. The reference for the table is [25], which leads to 24.4W, a clearly
better fit.

CARBONTRUST In this study, the authors account
both for the user devices’ screens (e.g. TVs, laptops,
smartphones) and peripherals (e.g. set-top boxes and
gaming consoles).
The energy consumption of user devices is estimated as:

Deviceenergy = (WS +WP) · t

where:

1. WS is the average power consumption of screens.

2. WP is the average power consumption of peripherals.

WS = 1W for a Smartphone, 22W for a Laptop and
100W for a TV. As for WP, it is equal to 89W for a gaming
console and 18 W for a set top box. In section 3, we will
take WP = 0, i.e. not consider usage of a gaming console
nor of a set top box.

RENATER The RENATER model considers as user de-
vice both the home router and the personal equipment of
users. They account each time for the manufacturing and
usage energies. The equations for the personal equipment
are:

Deviceenergy =
YCUSER
TotDVOD

·Q · EF

ProdDEVICE =
ManufImpact · t

LtEQUIP

where the manufacturing impact is the total CO2 impact
reported by the manufacturer. As for the router part, it is:

Routerenergy =
YCROUTER

YTraf
·Q · EF

ProdROUTER =
ManufImpact · t

LtROUTER

SHIFT The equation used to compute the energy con-
sumption of a user device is the following in the SHIFT
model:

Deviceenergy = EIUD · t
where EIUD is the amount of kWh consumed by the
device for 1 min of video streaming: 1.1 · e−4 kWh/min
for smartphones and 3.2 · 10−4 kWh/min for laptops.
These values correspond to power demands of 6.6W and
19.2W respectively.

We summarize the equations for the user side contri-
bution in table 4. The LIMITS and RENATER models
likely lead too much higher values for the device energy
consumption since they consider also the production cost.

After this detailed review of the models, we exemplify
and compare them in the next section for different scenar-
ios in terms of network set-up, end user device and the
quality level of the multimedia flow.
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User Device
Usage Manufacturing

LIMITS D · t 9 ·D · t
CARBONTRUST (WS +WP) · t

RENATER DeviceEnergy +RouterEnergy ProdDEVICE + ProdROUTER

SHIFT EIUD · t

Table 4: User Equipment contribution

3 Results

3.1 Scenarios

We use the following parameters: (i) User device in (TV,
Laptop, Smartphone), (ii) Video Resolution in (SD, HD,
4k) and (iii) Network Type in (Fixed or Mobile) to build
scenarios, e.g. (TV, 4k, Fixed).

Similarly to [18], the bit rates at each resolution are set
to: SD = 2.22 Mbps, HD = 6.67 Mbps and 4k = 15.56
Mbps. These values are the (maximum) ones advertised
by Netflix at high quality on a "web browser" [12].

For the LIMITS model, we considered a large data cen-
ter servicing 10k flows.

3.2 IEA Model

Now that we introduced the scenarios, we can explain how
we proceeded to extract the data from the IEA web site for
the IEA model. We ran all the possible scenarios with the
online simulator [8]. The values, presented in Table 5, are
in grams of CO2. We converted them back in kWh by
considering the World (2019) case and an energy factor of
340g of CO2 per KWh, extracted from the IEA web site6.
We can observe from Table 5 that the user device contri-
bution is time based and not volume based, as all the other
models. In contrast, the network and data center compo-
nents are volume dependent, as all the models, except the
LIMITS one that accounts for the global load of the data
center.

3.3 Overall comparison

Let us first compute the overall energy consumption for
all models for two typical scenarios: (TV, 4k, Fixed)
and (Laptop, SD, Mobile). We assume for both scenar-
ios a large and lightly loaded data center for the LIMITS
model. In Figures 2 and 3, we report the breakdown for
the three tiers (data center, network and user device), as
well as the total values. We included the manufacturing
costs when available. We observe that:

6https://www.iea.org/reports/
global-energy-review-2019/co2-emissions

User Device
Smartphone Laptop TV

SD 0.56 10.19 55.56
HD 0.56 10.19 55.56
4k 0 10.19 55.56

Network
Smartphone Laptop TV

SD 1.66 8.37 8.37
HD 5.28 8.49 8.49
4k 0 8.69 8.69

Data Center
Smartphone Laptop TV

SD 0.64 0.64 0.64
HD 2.75 2.75 2.75
4k 0 6.42 6.42

Table 5: IEA model: CO2 emissions in grams

1. IEA always returns the smallest values, among all
models, while the SHIFT model features the largest
ones.

2. When comparing the TV and Smartphone case, we
see clearly the impact of the size of the screen on the
user device cost: it is negligible for the smartphone
case, but becomes significant for the TV case. Also,
a higher screen requiring a higher resolution, this re-
sults in a higher load in the network.

3. The SHIFT model features the highest network cost
among all models, which explains most of its cost.

4. Both the LIMITS and SHIFT models, on the other
hand, have a high data center cost. In the LIMITS
case, it is exacerbated by the light load we chose.

In the following sections, we will focus on the contri-
bution of each of the three tiers of the model. The grey
energy will be treated separately.

3.4 User Device
We present in Figure 4 the energy consumption (produc-
tion is excluded) of the user equipment for the different
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Figure 2: Total Emissions (TV, 4k, Fixed)

Figure 3: Total Emissions(Smartphone, SD, Mobile)

Figure 4: Comparison of the user devices (in kWh)

models. We chose a scenario with HD resolution and
Fixed Network. The results are qualitatively similar for
the other cases. We express the results in kWh and not
grams of CO2, since we focus on usage.

Figure 4 shows a clear agreement among the models
for the smartphone and laptop cases. For the TV case,
there is more variability (the SHIFT model does not im-
plement the TV scenario, hence its zero value). These
results can be explained as follows. The utilisation contri-
bution of the devices is computed with a similar equation
of the form ConstantDevice · Time for all types of de-
vices and all models. The difference between the models
stems from the choice of the ConstantDevice value. For
the smartphone case, it ranges between 1e-03 kWh for the
IEA model to 7.4e-03 kWh for the RENATER case. As
the constants are relatively similar, the final user device
contributions are similar also. For the TV case, the CAR-
BONTRUST model assumes a power demand of 100W
while the LIMITS one picked 43W. The IEA web page
assumes a large TV of 55 inches, which might explain its
large value.

3.5 Network
Figure 2 and Figure 3 highlighted that the models return
significantly different estimates for the network part. The
IEA model reports the smallest values among all models
while the SHIFT model returns significantly higher esti-
mates. The reported values depend on the bit rate of the
stream, hence the differences between SD and 4k cases.
The RENATER model factors a manufacturing cost in its
network footprint estimation, which accounts for about
40% of the network cost.

3.6 Data center
A few strategies have been considered to model the data
center cost:

• The LIMITS model is a top-down model, as it con-
siders the total energy consumption at the data center
scale.

• The SHIFT and CARBONTRUST models are
bottom-up models that focus on the streaming server
consumption only. However, the SHIFT model con-
siders that the consumption is a function of the
amount of bytes while the CARBONTRUST con-
sider time duration. The latter means that the energy
consumption is independent of the actual load.

• The RENATER model relies on the quantity of data
rather than the usage duration. The explicit use of
the PUE further aims at accounting for the global
data center contribution. In addition, the RENATER
model accounts for the server production.

• We eventually note that the IEA model features the
smallest estimate among among all models.
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We will further discuss these different modeling as-
sumptions in Section 4.2 using measurements with a real
streaming server.

3.7 Grey energy

Two of the considered models take into account the pro-
duction cost. First, the LIMITS model that accounts for
it at the user device level. Second, the RENATER model
that assigns a production cost to all tiers. The approach for
the LIMITS model is straightforward: one takes the esti-
mated utilisation cost in CO2 and multiply it by a factor of
9. This has the clear advantage of aligning easily the pro-
duction and usage costs. One could argue that this figure
might be an an overestimation as the observation that the
production cost make 90% is valid for the full lifetime of
the device while, here, we focus on a usage period where
the power demand might be high.

To illustrate this point, we performed the following ex-
periment with a iPhone 13 max. When watching a Net-
flix series in Wifi, it consumes 1.2-1.3W. This ramps up
to 2-2.5W with a 5G access. Strangely enough, the base
consumption might be higher, e.g, the locked screen con-
sumes around 1.7W. Hence we observe that the streaming
on a smartphone is not necessarily resource intensive. The
LIMITS approach thus appears justified.

Let us now focus on the RENATER model. We report
in Figure 5 both the utilisation and production cost of each
tier. We consider the same (TV, 4k, Fixed) scenario as in
section 3.3.

We can observe that the manufacturing costs for the
data center and networking are high as compared to their
usage cost. This is astonishing, as one could have ex-
pected that the long lifetime of the equipment would wipe
out the production cost [4]. As for the user device, we are
far from the 1:9 ratio advocated by the LIMITS model.
There are two reasons for this observation. First, the life-
time of the considered TV was 10 years, the upper bound
of the values reported in [10]. Second, we assume that the
TV streams for 3h/day. The ratio 1:9 between production
and usage holds at the scale of the day but if we consider a
specific streaming hour, the usage cost is 24/3 higher than
the average usage cost. Hence, production and usage cost
are now on par.

4 Reconciling the models

In this section, we present our preliminary efforts to rec-
oncile the models, by selecting the best approach at each
tier. This is relatively easy for the user device and network
tiers. It is however more complex for the data center. This
is why we performed a measurement campaign over the

Figure 5: RENATER: Usage versus Manufacturing

Grid’5000 testbed with a streaming server servicing up to
2000 clients.

4.1 Towards a unified model

For the user device part, we picked the same power de-
mand for all models (except IAE) for a specific device,
e.g. 70W for the TV. For the production part of the LIM-
ITS model, we used a 1:1 ratio and not a 1:9 ratio, see
section 3.7.

Concerning the networking part, the CARBONTRUST
and LIMITS model feature similar results while the IEA
model is way smaller and the SHIFT model way higher.
As advocated by the CARBONTRUST authors, a key ref-
erence in the domain is [2]. This paper focuses on the us-
age energy of the Internet and reconciles the previous ob-
served estimates by proposing a simple empirical law that
states that the energy consumption of the Internet “has de-
creased by half approximately every 2 years since 2000".
Following their model, one expects to reach 0.01 kWh/GB
in 2020. This is in line with the measurements that fuel the
RENATER model. Indeed, table 11 (p35) of [5] reports
an network emission factor for the FAN equal to 1.7e−3

CO2/GB, which corresponds to 0.016 kWh/GB. We used
this value also for the SHIFT model.

Note that the above results are valid for the fixed part
of the network and not for the mobile access network.
The last tier is the data center. This is where reconcil-
ing the models is the most difficult. In a first attempt to
address this issue, we propose a measurement campaign
performed in Grid’5000.

4.2 Measurement campaign

The Grid’5000 tested allows to book dedicated physical
servers and track their energy consumption [7]. We set up
an experiment with a single streaming server with up to
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(a) Clients arrival process (b) Server output rate

(c) Server CPU utilisation (d) Server power consumption

Figure 6: Grid 5000 experiment with one streaming server

2000 clients. Clients arrive in batches of 200 clients as
can be see in Figure 6a. and request the same video at the
same quality level. There is thus a single session and the
video chunks are kept in RAM. The streaming server is in
a dedicated physical server while clients are deployed in
containers in a different set of physical servers.

The experiment being made in a controlled environ-
ment, all runs are very similar and we present a single rep-
resentative trajectory of the system. Figure 6b represents
the output rate of the server. We reach, at the maximum,
a bit rate of about 7 Gb/s (the peak at the end is a mea-
surement artifact). While the bit rate of the server reaches
7Gb/s with 2000 clients, a key observation is that the CPU
consumption remains very low as the cache server pro-
cess involves mostly transfers from the RAM to the net-
work interface card, resulting in a number of software in-
terruptions (softirq). The maximum observed CPU usage
is about 3%. As a result, the power consumption of the
server raises from 75 W (with 200 clients) to at most 80
to 100 W with 2000 clients, as can be seen in Figure 6d,
where each boxplot is obtained with all the one-second
long samples in the corresponding phase (constant num-
ber of clients) of the experiment. Thus, the server con-
sumption is in the range 0.05-0.3 W/client.

For a popular video where the content is continuously
present in the RAM of the server, the power consumption
per client is thus small. This however does not rule out the
LIMITS model, which points to a blind spot of studies in
the domain by considering that if a data center is devoted
to a single service, one should consider also idle servers,
hence the total consumption of data center. Clearly, more
efforts should be done to understand real deployment, like

the one of Netflix7 that mixes data centers and their open-
connect CDN. In particular, all the hardware, including
storage and CDN servers should be accounted.

4.3 Adjusting the values

In addition to the changes discussed in section 4.1, we
proceeded as follows to align the models:
? For the SHIFT model, after discussions with the main
author of the initial model, we updated the values for the
data center efficiencies based on [1].
? We considered a high load of flows for the LIMITS
model as this leads to smaller per flow consumption, in
line with our measurement campaign and the data center
intensity of CARBONTRUST (1.3W/stream).

We present in Figure 7 the (TV,4k,Fixed) scenario,
which features a fixed access network that the RENATER
and SHIFT models take into account. One observes that
some discrepancies remain but the results are (as ex-
pected) more similar. A clear tendency is that the network
and the user device represent the majority of the cost. The
final values are in the range [20,45] grams of CO2. The
smallest estimate comes from the IEA model, which ap-
parently underestimates the networking cost.

As a final remark, note that the results of Figure 7 have
been obtained with the energy factor of France. If we con-
sider an average world scenario, the resulting value will be
in the range of 60 to 140 grams of CO2.

7https://openconnect.netflix.com/en/
appliances/
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Figure 7: "Aligned" models for (TV,4k,Fixed)

5 Discussion

A number of models have been proposed to estimate the
carbon footprint of one hour of streaming. Our contribu-
tion in this work has been to dissect a number of these
models to understand the roots of the observed discrepan-
cies.

Following the classical breakdown approach into data
center, network and user device, we highlighted that the
differences stem mostly from (i) the energy efficiency
value of the network components (core network and fixed
or mobile access) and (ii) accounting for the manufactur-
ing cost or not. Various approaches exist at the data cen-
ter that are difficult to reconcile. One could argue that the
data center contribution appears less important than the
two other levels. However, a full answer to this question
requires to better understand typical deployments, by ac-
counting for storage server, distribution servers and cache
servers. The result is likely to depend on the video broad-
caster architecture.

A key difficulty of this comparison is the complexity
to obtain good estimates for the constants of the models.
There is a clear lack of transparency and data sharing from
streaming provider. From this perspective, the RENATER
model is interesting as it is based on measurements per-
formed in its own network.

As future work, we would like to further explore the
reconciling approach initiated in this paper, and test other
scenarios on Grid 5000, e.g. several sessions in parallel
and the cache populating phase impact.

We would like also explore the benefits of a typical hy-
brid distribution scheme where the load on the streaming
server is alleviated as clients exchange video chunks with
one another. One could argue at first sight that this won’t
be beneficial as the server consumption is not that high.
However, we can expect to trade long range data transfers

with shorter one. The measurements in the Renater net-
work [6] highlighted that the network cost depends on the
length of the path. It might thus be interesting, especially
for fixed clients.
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